**Monday - 15 November**

**Introduction 10:00 - 10:30**

David Briggs
CEO VELUX Group

**Light and Health 10:30 - 12:10**

Timothy Brown (UK)
Professor, University of Manchester

**Manuel Splitschan (UK)**
University Research lecturer, University of Oxford

**Andrew Bissell (UK)**
Lighting Design Director, Cundall Lighting Design

**Yvonne de Kort (NL)**
Professor, Delft University of Technology

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Computational Design: 13:00 - 15:00**

Jakob Straumann-Andersen (DK)
Partner, Henning Larsen Architects

**Nicolas Hubeert Langsnyder (DK)**
& Love Borgér-Vingberg (SE)
Sustainability Engineer, C.F. Moler Architects & Simulauniversity, Aarhus University

**Stephen Wasielowski (CH)**
Research associate and doctoral candidate, Technical University of Denmark & DIT

**Alastair Jakubiak (CA)**
Assistant Professor, University of Toronto

**Computational Design 13:40-16:00**

**John Mardaljevic (UK)**
FounderDirector, Daylight Experts Ltd

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Daylight in Architecture (Europe): 15:30 - 17:00**

Louis Becker (DK)
Build for Light/Build for Life

**Broughton Thomas**
Designing with light

**Chris Precht (AT)**
Founder, Studio Precht

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Tuesday - 16 November**

**Daylight in Architecture (Asia): 10:00 - 12:00**

Li Hu (CN)
Founding partner, ONI Architecture

**Ye Qian (CN)**
Chairman, Shanghai Institute of Building Research

**Sun Yinmin (CN)**
Professor, Dean, South China University of Technology

**Joe Englund (US)**
Senior Design, Breezway

**Song Yehao (CN)**
Senior Architect, Shanghai University Co-Founder, SLP Studio

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Pandemics: 12:30 - 14:00**

**Kevin Van Den Wymeereborg (USA)**
Professor, University of Oregon

**Nicole Porter (UK)**
Associate Professor, University of Colorado

**Ayseh Batool (UK)**
Senior Consultant, University of the Arts London

**Natalie Girassal Vasques (DK)**
Postdoctoral Researcher, Technical University of Denmark

**Till Roenigken (DE)**
Professor, LM Utrecht

**Computational Design: 14:00-16:00**

**John Mardaljevic (UK)**
FounderDirector, Daylight Experts Ltd

**Alexandre Pacheco Diéguez (ES) & Marie-Claude Subies (ES)**
Architect, OMA, Associate & Associate Professor, Lund University

**Arild Dovland (NL)**
Architect, EQS Architecture

**Cosmin Teicu (UK)**
Principal Consultant, IRE

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Glare & Controls - 16:30 - 18:00**

**Sneha Jain (CH)**
Scientific Adviser, ERL

**Elomemba Bembilla (NL)**
Assistant Professor, Delft University of Technology

**Christian Humann (USA)**
Senior Development Engineer / sales

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Contact to the Outdoors: 10:00 - 11:30**

**Mandana Savy Khanie (DK)**
Assistant Professor, Technical University of Denmark

**Francisco Rodriguez (US)***
Research Fellow, Queensland University of Technology

**Ayseh Batool (UK)**
Professor, University of the Arts London

**Femke Boeke (NL)**
Environmental Psychologist, Lighting Health

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Light and Health 12:30-13:30**

**Majzaba Parsae (CA)**
Assistant Professor, University of British Columbia

**Veronica Garcia-Hansen (AU)**
Associate Professor, Queensland University of Technology

**Cesar Yu (CN)**
Early Stage Researcher, USTC, University of Otago

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Daylight Education - 14:00 - 15:30**

**Per Arnold Andersen (DK)**
Architect, VR UK Group

**Henry Gleas (UK)**
Architect, CBI Innovation

**Natalie Mollin (DK)**
Architect, CREATION Academy

**Sofia Kakou (NL)**
Assistant Professor, University of California, Berkeley

**Steve Picket (UK)**
Professor, University Of Sheffield

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Daylight in Architecture (America): 16:00-17:30**

**Cristian Spinoglio (ES)**
Partner, Iquique Urban Architects

**José Fernando Gómez (ES)**
Director, Habitat for Architecture

**Rick Joy (USA)**
Founder and Principal, Studio Rick Joy

**Q&A and panel debate**

**Closing session: 17:30 - 18:00**

**Keith Riddle**
Wrap up and closure

**NPQ Sales & Marketing**
VELUX Group